ALL YOUR ASSESSMENT TOOLS AT HAND

The AssessBase is a unique assessment platform to support your organisation in its journey towards outstanding performance, cultural change and transformation.

Access three Assessment Tools based on the EFQM Model, from beginner to mature organisations, to manage your internal or external assessment:

- EFQM "Foundation Level" Questionnaire
- Business Matrix Assessment Tool
- Business Matrix Advanced Assessment Tool

Access specific Assessment Tools on Innovation, Circular Economy,... The opportunity to look at your organisation through a topical Lens. Innovation will be launched in Q1 2020, Circular Economy will be for Q2 2020. More topical Lens tools will follow in the second half of 2020.

All tools provide an organisational performance assessment against the world’s leading strategic management tool THE EFQM MODEL. The platform will provide content management, multiple user input, self-assessed and external scoring, maturity analysis and a full feedback report. This means you can constantly assess and baseline progress against goals, examine patterns of performance against maturity levels and collate company wide data to set areas for improvement and focus.

https://assessbase.digitalefqm.com
THE TOOLS BASED ON THE EFQM MODEL

**QUESTIONNAIRE**

The **QUESTIONNAIRE** allows you or your organisation to score up to 10 statements by criteria and provide the background information for the scoring rationale.

**BUSINESS MATRIX**

The **BUSINESS MATRIX** provides a light assessment at criteria level and a scoring based on RADAR elements. Feedback includes an executive summary, strengths, opportunities for improvement, good practices and scoring chart.

**BUSINESS MATRIX ADVANCED**

The **BUSINESS MATRIX ADVANCED** provides a full scope assessment at criterion-part level and a scoring based on the full RADAR logic. Feedback includes an executive summary at pillar level, strengths, opportunities for improvement, good practices and scoring chart.

**SECURITY & PROTECTION**

Because we know that the information provided on the AssessBase is critical to your organisation, we have put in place world class security practices to protect your data.

The AssessBase is hosted on Amazon-Web-Service (AWS). The main server is located in Ireland. Our AWS infrastructure partner has off the shelf security, certifications and accreditations.

All connections between the client (browser) and EFQM are encrypted using https. All data is encrypted in transit and at rest.

Backups are taken every 24 hours and stored for 30 days. Backups are replicated across EU regions providing full restore capability.

In conjunction with our AWS infrastructure partner, we will ensure that our digital platform will remain secure and equipped with the latest data protection protocols so that your information is kept safely.

**ASSESSBASE LICENCE FEE**

One licence fee applies to the use of all the assessment tools per organisation or site. The fees below are excluding taxes.

- EFQM Members receive a number of licences to the AssessBase as part of their membership package. Additional licence fee: 500€ per annum (+ VAT)
- Non Members: 750€ per annum (+ VAT)

Additional Licence fee for the Lens tool:
- EFQM Member: 150€/tool/per annum
- Non Member: 200€/tool/per annum

For more information, feel free to contact:
- For technical questions: Vinciane Beauduin, Senior Manager, Digital Services (assessbase@efqm.org)
- For membership questions: Alexis Willems, Senior Manager, Membership (membership@efqm.org)